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Abstract: Computer programs are result from a creative process under strong formal restriction. Effective testing can
find more and more deficiency in the programs. Software measurement is aessential component of a healthy and
highly capable software engineering culture. It is an integral part of the state-of the practices in software engineering.
This paper proposed method to measure efficiency of the programmer. Here Methodologies are provided to measure
the efficiency of the designer, efficiency of coder, efficiency of testers and efficiency of the maintainer.
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I. INTRODUCTION
There are many ways in which the organization measures the performance of project in terms of efficiency and
productivity. Some aspects of efficiency/productivity are important for measuring software and project quality, and
estimating new projects for efforts and schedules. It has direct relationship with size of software under development.
[14].
The efficiency is measured as size expressed in number of code lines/functions points/use cases ect. Developed by a
project team per unit time,the size measurement may vary form organisation to organisation, customer to customer and
project to Project. The size measurements can be debated over any length of period with advantages/disadvantages
associated with each option.
The process of software development has been characterized as self emerges, iterative, community-situated, synergistic,
and after preparatory. A focus on programming and programs as “knowledge craftship” is of particular interest from a
learning analytics perspective. There is much less analytic research in the field of technology enhanced learning
addressing the computational, analysis of craftship than there is on interaction analysis. However, from a creativity point
of view, it is of high interest to identify creative contributions or “creative style elements” in the craftship themselves.
[4,11]
II. LITERATURE SURVEY:
Computer programs are a specific type of knowledge that result from a creativity, it has been argued that programming
supports intellectual development and knowledge building. At present, a system can to automatically detect the creativity
of solutions to programming exercises that address general mathematical and algorithmic skills. The evaluation of
software products made it potential to ascertain that themodel is an effective tool for scrutinize product quality, that can
be used to compare different software products and also to detect weaknesses in the product that need to be improved. It
revealed that Process Efficiency and Effectiveness influence product quality; an improvement in Auditing and Quality
authority in particular has a repercussion on productimprovements.[3] Applying
questionnaires to users,
analysts/planners and project leaders, enabled information to be obtained that could be used by them for product
improvement[3].Artificial, in that the creativity of the sentences are judged with respect to their respective keywords,
which are assumed to be known beforehand. This allows us to design features around the keywords. Creativity is a key
resource in producing competitive advantages, Identification ofSpecific criteria for creativity can lead to an improved
level of specific criteria for creativity can lead to an improved level of sophistication in both software and management
techniques. In an of flattened organizations where career paths are diminished, achievement goals must substituted for
advancement goals. Creativity provides a new category for achievement [2]. More and more customers are specifying
software and/or quality metrics reporting as part of their contractual requirements. Software Engineering has always been
a matter of concern for every individual involved in software development starting from analysis phase to delivery phase
or even at the maintenance time. There have been novel approaches for developing program complexity metrics. In this
regard we have proposed the Efficiency Metrics, which can calculate the efficiency of a programmer and can also
calculatethe exact time taken by the development team to complete the software development under various
complexities. Over and above we have also developed a relation between time and efficiency have to be find
out[5].Though the changes in the analysis, design and code are certain, we can still calculate the efficiency of the
manpower (Programmers) have to be calculated involve in a project of development. The programmer’s efficiency table
shall be able to calculate the efficiency of the programmer to an appropriate level based on his aptitude, typing
andprogramming skills. This efficiency shall allow to forecast the manpower required for testing his integral, which
upsurges planner productivity. The planner has more time to focus on design and code .vs. testing.[21]
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III. METHODOLOGIES FOR CALCULATING EFFICIENCY
Hear methodologies are provided to measure the efficiency of designer, efficiency of coder, efficiency of tester,
efficiency of maintainer.

3.1 Efficiency Of A Designer [ED]:
Design could refer to many things but often refer to functional design or internal design, Architectural design and detail
design are important levels of designs.
Once the requirements statement satisfies all characteristics, the system architect starts with system high-level
architectural design. The designs made by system architects must be traceable to requirements. The system designer
starts building the low-level or detail design with the help of architectural design. Low-level design must be traceable to
architectural design which in turn is traceable to requirements. [12]
A design must define all functions, components, tables, stored procedures, and reusable components very clearly.
A design must be complete in all respect. It must define the parameters to be passed/received, formats of data
handled, etc. Once the design is finalized, programmers must do their work of implementing designs mechanically.
A design must be made in such a way that it can be implemented easily with selected technology and system. It
must guide the developers in coding and compiling the code. The design must include interface requirements where
different components are communicating with each other and with other systems. [12]
In principle, the program design which is estimated to achieve the highest net assistance should be selected.
However, optimizing [5] distributional assistances (to either primary or secondary recipient) typically conflicts with
optimizing aggregate social welfare. Some times this may be relevant (i.e., targeted programs). At other times some
might criticize the selection of sub-optimally efficient programs as pork-barrel spending. Making the trade-offs inherent
in each design can help inform the debate. [2, 13]
The Total average time and efficiency of design is calculated using the following formula.
If Ri is the number of repetitions, of the design I, Ti is the time required for the design I, N is the number of designs.
∑𝑹𝒊 𝑻𝒊
Total avg time= 𝑵
∑𝑹𝒊 𝑻𝒊

Efficiency= 𝟏 − 𝑵 X100
The calculation of efficiency of designer is illustrated below. The number of repetition of the design and time taken for
each repetition of the design are given in the following table.
PROGR
AM NO

EXPEXTE
D TIME

ACTUA
L TIME

1
2
3

10
5
2

5
2
5

EXPETEDTI
ME/ACTUAL
TIME(ET/AT)
min
2
2.5
0.4

𝟑𝟑.𝟓

Total avg time= 𝟑
Total avg time =10.625
Efficiency of designer=

𝟏 ∑𝑹𝒊 𝑻𝒊
𝟏𝟎𝟎

𝑵

X100

= (0.665) X 100
= 66.5
Efficiency of designer =66.5%.
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3.2 Efficiency of Coder.[EC]
Code efficiency is precisely linked with algorithmic efficiency and the speed of execution of software.
The goal of code efficiency is to reduce resource consumption and completion time as much as potential with
minimum risk to the field or operating surroundings. The software product quality can be accessed and inspected with the
help of the efficiency of the code used. Code efficiency plays a symbolic role in applications in a high-execution-speed
surroundings where performance and scalability are paramount. One of the recommended best proceeding in coding is to
ensure good code efficiency. Well-developed programming codes should be able to handle complex algorithms. [12]
The efficiency of the coder is calculated using following formula.
The calculation of efficiency of coder is illustrated below. The expected time to complete the coding and actual time
taken to complete the coding is given in the following table. The efficiency is calculated using the following formula.
𝟏
𝑬𝑻
Efficiency of coder (%) = 𝑵 ∑ 𝑨𝑻X 100
If, ET- Expected Time, AT-Actual Time and then N-Number of programs.
DESIGN
NAME

NO OF
REPETIT
IONS Ri
5
3
4

DESIGN 1
DESIGN 2
DESIGN 3

T T T T T5
1 2 3 4
2 1 6 4
2 1 3 5 4 3 2

1/2
-

AVG
TIME
(Ti)
2.7
2
3.5

RiTi

13.5
6
14

Formula for coding efficiency is,
𝟒.𝟗
Efficiency of coder (%) = 𝟑 X 100
Efficiency of coder (%)=163.33%
The efficiency of the coder is 163.33% .Here the coder finished his work with in the given time. Hence the efficiency is
more than 100%. Here the actual time is the time taken by the programmer to produce error free program with user
satisfaction. Here all the test data are sample data.
3.3 Efficiency of a Tester [ET]:
A technician who conducts prescribed tests on softwareprograms and applicationsprior to their implementation
ensuresquality, designintegrity and proper functionality. They apply rigorous testingmethods including extensive endusersimulations to uncover program "bugs" which are then eliminated by the software programmers.
The responsibilities of a Software Tester is go through the software requirements and get clarifications on one’s doubts ,
become familiar with the software under test and any other software related to it, understand the master test plan and/ or
the project plan, Create or assist in creating own test plan, generate test cases based on the requirements and other
documents, Procure or create test data required for testing, Set up the required test beds (hardware, software and
network),Create or assist in creating assigned test automation, Test software releases by executing assigned tests (manual
and/ or automated),Re-test resolved defects, Update test cases based on the discovered defects, Update test automation
based on the updated test cases, Provide inputs to the team in order to improve the test process, Log own time in the
project management software or time tracking system, Report work progress and any problems faced to the Test Lead or
Project Manager as required,(If applicable) Support the team with testing tasks as required.[22,21]
Time required by a test team to execute one test case may be measured as testing efficiency. Testing efficiency
is calculated on the number of test cases per unit time. It can also be measured in terms of coverage of functions, use
cases, and lines of code by testing team.[8]
The following formula is proposed to calculate the efficiency of tester.
𝟏
𝑵𝑫𝑹
EFFICENCY OF TESTER = 𝑵 ∑ 𝑵𝑫𝑺 X 100
Where,
NDR- No. of deficiency Resolved.
NDS- No. of deficiency Submitted.
The calculation of efficiency of tester is illustrated below. The number of effects resolved and number of deficiency
submitted to the tester is given in the Following table.
PROGR
AM
NAME
1
2
3

NUMBER OF
EFFECTS
RESOLVE(NDR)
9
5
2

NUMBER OF
DEFICIENCY
SUBMITTED(NDS)
10
5
3

𝑵𝑫𝑹
𝑵𝑫𝑺

X100

90
100
66.6

𝟏
(𝟐𝟓𝟔. 𝟔)
𝟑
=256.6/3

=
Efficiency of tester=85.53%
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3.4 Efficiency Of A Maintainer [EM]
Program maintainability and program understand ability are parallel concepts; the more difficult a program is to
understand, the more difficult it is to maintain. [15]
Maintainable software exhibits effective modularity. It makes use of design patterns that allow ease of understanding. It
has been constructed using well-defined coding standards and conversion, leading to source code that is selfdocumenting and understandable. It has undergone a variety of quality assurance technique that have uncovered potential
maintenance problems before the software is released. [10, 14]
The calculation of efficiency of implementer is illustrated below. The work starting time work ending time, time to repair
and error report time are given in the following table.
The efficiency is calculated using the following formula
∑𝑿
Average repair time = 𝑵
Process for calculate efficiency of program or Maintenance:
PROG PROGRAM PROGRAM
WORK
TIME TO
RAM
REPECTED STARTING
ENDING
REPETE
NO
TIME
TIME
TIME
D (X)
1
10.00
11.00
12.00
+1HR
2
9
8
10
+1hr
3
8
8
7
-1
4

Average repair time = 3
Average repair time =1.33
∑𝑿
If 𝑵 < T the efficiency of maintance is good.
T is set by the company.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A literature survey was carried out on software testing. The study of various books and journals resulted the problem of
“measuring efficiency of programmer skills through software”.
The methodologies are proposed to measure the efficiency of designer, efficiency of coder, efficiency of tester
and efficiency of implementer. The literature study does not show any mathematical model for measuring efficiency of
coder, efficiency of designer, efficiency of tester and efficiency of implementer. Since the mathematical model is highly
reliable than other models, methodology are deviated using mathematical models. This methodologies are tested with
sample data. This shows that new methodologies are very useful. A software is also developed for measuring efficiency
of designer, efficiency of tester, efficiency of coder and efficiency of implementer.
Now a days the team of people are involved in development of a software project. So programs are are developed
concurrently. The issues of concurrency may be considered in measuring .programmers efficiency. The easiness of use
of the project is depends on how the internal components are coupled each other. The effects of module coupling may be
considered when measuring .programmers efficiency.
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